Made from 2 polyester blends. Sonus is available in 14 colorways and Sonus Etch is available in 2 colorways.
Fiber felted panel fabric

With a fiber felted finish and an appealing mélange effect, the Sonus range is the ideal accompaniment for a modern interior. An acoustically transparent fabric for use on panels, Sonus is the perfect enhancement for a range of vertical surfaces. The complementary Sonus Etch is available in two understated gray shades, bringing added depth with its subtle embossed lattice design.

A wool alternative
Designed to mimic the tactility of wool, the needle felting finish of Sonus provides a soft touch synthetic alternative to the natural fiber fabric. A non-woven textile, the felt finish is created by a web of soft, brushed fiber being interlaced before being pressed, producing the appealingly smooth, matted effect. A polyester textile with added polyamide, Sonus incorporates the aesthetic and textural attributes of woolen fabrics, whilst also providing a lighter weight which makes it a versatile covering for screens and panels.

Bold color pops
With a tempting mix of sugary sweet mid pastels alongside soft, comforting neutrals, accentuated by bold color pops, the Sonus palette is available in 14 colorways, incorporating tones to work within a range of interior schemes.

Etch design
Developed to offer an enhanced aesthetic detail through its lattice pattern, Sonus Etch provides visual intrigue, whilst retaining the subtlety necessary to ensure it complements rather than conflicts with the interiors in which it is incorporated. Available in two discreet shades of gray, this range works across muted and vibrant interiors alike.

Designed by Ruth Greenup
Senior Designer Ruth is highly experienced in developing polyester and polypropylene fabrics, having launched Xtreme CS, Citadel and Castillo during her time at Camira. An expert in color, Ruth developed the shades for Sonus and Sonus Etch through an extensive process of research, trials and technical testing, with the final colorways being a well-balanced blend of trend-led tones and classic neutrals.

At a glance
- A fiber felted, non-woven synthetic alternative to wool
- Appealing mélange appearance
- Acoustically transparent for vertical surfaces
- Two designs: a fiber felted plain and an embossed lattice
- Sonus is available in 14 colorways, Sonus Etch in 2 colorways